AT HOME NETBALL EXERCISES & ACTIVITIES
Included in this pack are activities and exercises that you can do at home and in the garden:





Netball specific fitness sessions
Ball & wall programme
Footwork and movement exercises
Shooting programme

Equipment you may need (although some exercises require just a netball)








Enjoy!

Netball
Markers/cones- be creative: these could be anything you have lying round the house!
Hand weights- you can use bottles of water, tin cans etc
Resistance bands- you can use a pair of tights instead!
Tennis ball
A wall
Netball post

Netball specific fitness programme
Equipment you will need:



Resistance band/tights
Hand weights/ bottles of water/tin cans

Example of exercises you can do for the cardio sections of the workouts:
Star Jumps

1. Stand upright with your legs together, arms at
your sides.
2. Bend your knees slightly, and jump into the air.
3. As you jump, spread your legs to be about
shoulder-width apart. Stretch your arms out and
over your head.
4. Jump back to starting position.
Repeat.

Burpees
1. Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart, weight in your heels, and your arms
at your sides.
2. Push your hips back, bend your knees, and lower your body into a squat.
3. Place your hands on the floor directly in front of, and just inside, your feet. Shift
your weight onto your hands.
4. Jump your feet back to softly land on the balls of your feet in a plank position.
Your body should form a straight line from your head to heels. Be careful not to let
your back sag or your butt stick up in the air, as both can keep you from effectively
working your core.
5. Jump your feet back so that they land just outside of your hands.
6. Reach your arms over head and explosively jump up into the air.
7. Land and immediately lower back into a squat for your next rep.

Mountain Climbers

Drop into a press-up position, supporting your
weight on your hands and toes, with your arms
straight and your legs extended. Keeping your
core braced and your shoulders, hips and feet in
a straight line throughout, bring one knee
towards your chest, then return it to the starting
position. Repeat the movement with your other
leg, then continue alternating legs throughout.

Skaters

1. Start with your legs slightly wider than shoulder distance apart and arms at the
sides.
2. Bring one leg behind at a slight angle into a reverse lunge. The front knee will
come to a 90-degree angle.

Heel flicks

3. Swing the arms in front of that bent knee and leap the back leg forward to
switch sides in a skating motion. Arms alternate as you switch sides like a speed
skater.
1. Jog on the spot, bringing heels up so that they touch your
bottom.
2. High intensity, pumping arms too.
3. Try to remain upright, with head facing forward and back
straight.

High knees

1. Jogging on the spot, bringing knees up
to chest.
2. High intensity, pumping arms too.
3. Keep back straight, tipping pelvis
forward slightly.

Fast feet

Side steps with floor tap

1. Bend knees slightly
2. Quick running on the spot- go as fast as you can
3. Pump arms to increase intensity
4. Keep head and chest up.

Side step for two paces, then reach down to touch floor with one hand, before
rising and side-stepping the other way for two paces and touching the floor.
Repeat.

Netball Fitness Programme
Complete the warm-up and activation exercises every time you do a fitness session, then choose one conditioning
option.
Warm-up:



5 mins cardio (rotate round 30 seconds of: star jumps, burpees, mountain climbers, skaters etc.)
Dynamic stretches of all major muscle groups

Activation activities (fire up glutes, hamstrings, quads and core)
1. Resisted clams with band- 30 on each leg

2. Glute bridge- 30 on each leg (choose a level)
Level 1:

3. Resisted band walks

Level 2:

Conditioning:
Choose one of the below options:

Option 1.
-10 minute cardio
- 5 x 1 minute planks
Repeat this x 3
(In total- 30 mins cardio, 15 mins plank)

Option 2.
-10 mins cardio
-30 x Squats
-30 x lunges (15 on each leg)
Repeat this x 3
(so in total: 30 mins cardio, 180 leg exercises)

Option 3.
-10 mins cardio
-30 x box jumps or jump squats (break up into 3 sets of 10 reps)
-30 lateral raises

Repeat this x 3 (in total: 30 mins cardio & 180 box jumps/lateral raises)

Cool down:
-Static stretching holding each stretch for 30 seconds.

Ball skills practices:
Activity
The Arch
(crosses indicate where the ball must hit the wall)

The Side Arch

Alternate arms

Explanation
1 player, 1 ball.

-Ensure the arm is always at full extension.

-Player stands 1m away from the wall.
-Facing the wall, and holding the ball at full
extension in one hand pass the ball in an
arch shape. When the player reaches the
top of the arch, swap arms and complete
the other side of the arch

-Use finger tips to cushion and push the ball.

1 player, 1 ball.

-Ensure the transition from left to right hand
at the top of the arch is quick.
-Start off slowly and then try to speed up.
Progression: use two balls, 1 in each handstart with both balls out to either side then
meet in the middle.
-Use finger tips to cushion and push the ball.

-Player stands 1m away from the wall, side
on to the wall.
-Holding the ball at full extension behind
them, pass the ball in an arch shape until
their arm is at full extension in front of
them.

-Maintain upright, do not twist or bend.

1 player, 2 balls.

-Try to mirror the technique of the dominant
hand with non dominant hand (both
throwing arms should look and feel the
same, with the same result).

-Player stands 3m away from the wall,
facing it.
-Player completes alternate shoulder
passes, ensuring that the passes are hard,
fast and flat

Anywheres

Coaching Points & Tips

1 player, 1 ball.
-Player stands 2m away from the wall,
facing it. Pass the ball against the wall and
retrieve it quickly.
-Send the ball at different heights and
speeds.

-To break down the throwing technique use a
tennis ball instead of a netball.
Progression: increase distance away from
the wall.
-Player should be on their toes at all times,
and use quick short steps to retrieve the ball.
-Maintain an upright position.
-Use both hands.
Progression: use different types of balls.

-Continuous practice.
Jump and release

-Attempt to maintain a steady rhythm.

-Player stands 1m away from the wall, facing it.
-With the ball in both hands above her head, player lobs the ball high against the wall.
-Player jumps to catch the ball.
-Before landing, player releases the ball against the wall.

-Player needs to elevate as high as possible
to give herself enough time to catch and
release the ball in the air.

-Continuous practice.

Try using different balls, such as tennis, ping pong or basketball to vary the above practices.

In any of these activities, if you drop the ball start the entire exercise again.
All activities to be completed using a wall.

Take some time to get the technique right. On your final repetition you should be aiming to speed up the passing whilst
maintaining good technique.

Day

Activity

Repetitions

1

a) Stand 2m away from the wall. 50 x right-handed shoulder passes
b) Stand 2m away from the wall. 50 x left-handed shoulder passes
c) Stand 2m away from the wall. 50 x alternate hand shoulder passes, i.e. left, right,
left, right.
d) Stand 1m away from the wall. Jump and release practice x 25

Repeat whole
programme 3
times.

2

a)
b)
c)
d)

Stand 2m away from the wall. 50 x chest passes
Stand 0.5m away from the wall. 100 x right handed finger taps against the wall
Stand 0.5m away from the wall. 100 x left handed finger taps against the wall.
Stand 4m away from the wall. 25 x right-handed shoulder passes. If the ball
bounces on its return you are not throwing the ball hard enough.
Stand 4m away from the wall. 25 x left-handed shoulder passes. If the ball bounces
on its return you are not throwing the ball hard enough.

Repeat whole
programme 3
times.

3

a) Stand 2m away from the wall. 50 x alternate chest & right-handed shoulder passes
against the wall, i.e. (chest, shoulder, chest, shoulder)
b) Stand 2m away from the wall. 50 x alternate bounce & left-handed shoulder
passes against the wall.
c) Stand 2m away from the wall. 100 x alternate left and right handed shoulder
passing using a tennis ball.

Repeat whole
programme 3
times.

4

a)
b)
c)
d)

Repeat whole
programme 3
times.

e)

e)

5

Stand 0.5m away from the wall. Complete the Arch x 25
Stand 1m away from the wall. Complete the Arch x 25. Move 2m away and repeat,
Stand 0.5m away from the wall. Complete the Side Arch x 25 on each side.
Stand on 1 foot 1m away from the wall. Throw with opposite arm to grounded leg.
25 x shoulder passes. Swap legs and repeat.
Stand 2m away from the wall. Throw with opposite arm to grounded leg. 25 x
shoulder passes. Swap legs and repeat.

a) Anywheres against the wall x 25 passes.
b) Stand 1m away from the wall. Complete 50 x chest passes. Move to 2m away and
repeat. Move to 3m away and repeat.
c) Stand 5m away from the wall. 50 x alternate hand shoulder passes with a tennis
ball.
d) 10 x jump and release.

Repeat whole
programme 3
times.

Quick feet & ball exercises
Complete these exercises to develop:
-

Quick feet
Fast reactions
Quick change of direction
Ability to drive onto the ball
Ability to retrieve loose ball

Main coaching points:
-

Use quick, small steps. Avoid lunging onto the ball. Keep a small base with your feet under your shoulders
when catching the ball.
Bring ball into body once you have caught it, get into balanced, ready position
Activity
Alphabet feet
-Spell out the letters of the alphabet using quick feet
-Add a ball by bouncing it, tapping between two hand at chest/head height
Challenges:
-how quickly can you spell your full name?
-how quickly can you get through the entire alphabet?
Chuck & run
Using two cones/spots roughly 2-3m apart.
Stand on one spot, throw the ball straight up above head, run to other spot, tap with hand then
sprint back to retrieve the ball.
Challenges:
-can you catch the ball after one bounce?
-can you catch the ball before it bounces?
-change the direction of your run (sideways/forwards/backwards)
Round the chair ball retrieve
Using a chair and one ball.
Stand behind the chair, throw the ball up and in front of you so that it lands in front of the chair
As soon as you have released the ball, sprint round the chair to retrieve the ball.
Challenges:
-aim for as few bounces as possible before catching the ball
-mix up where you throw the ball (to the side of the chair etc)
-run all the way round the chair completely before retrieving the ball
-start with your back to the chair, throw the ball over your head- then turn and retrieve
Star sprint
Using one ball. Start with the ball in the middle of an
imaginary star (you can use cones to mark out the points
of a star if you like).
-Bounce the ball one the ground with some force.
-As soon as you have released the ball, sprint out to the
point of your star before changing direction and sprinting
back to retrieve the ball.
Challenges:
-how quickly can you complete your star?
-try to retrieve the ball with as few bounces as possible

At the heart of a winning, successful team are consistent, confident shooters. The key to a successful shooter is regular and thorough practice both in and out of
your comfort zone.
You should be putting up at least 100 shots a day x 5 days a week. Here is a shooting programme that works on different aspects of shooting.

Day 1
a)
b)

c)

Day 2

25 shots from anywhere- work on consistent, correct
technique
25 stepping onto right foot in shaded area. Miss 2 shots in a
row = 3 press ups

a)

25 shots from shaded area- work on consistent, correct
technique.

b)

25 stepping onto left foot (shaded area). Miss 2 shots in a row
= 3 press ups.
5 shots from under the post at left, front and right. Miss 2
shots in a row= 3 press ups.
Side step 5 times across circle as fast as possible then shoot 10
shots from each section. Slide in between each 10 shots.
Record= /10
/10
/10

c)

3 lines of shots. Miss 1 shot, start line again.

d)

d)
e)
f)

Bounce ball against wall, take return in split landing and shoot
10 from each side.
Shoot 10 long range shots. Record= /10
Shoot 5 blind (eyes shut/blind fold) from 2m in front of post.
e)

Shoot 5 from around the edge of the circle (jump shot).

Day 3

Day 4

a)

Shoot 10 anywhere around the top of the circle

a) 25 shots in area 1- work on consistent, correct technique.

b)

25 shots stepping backwards, right and left foot. All shots to
be taken from different areas. Miss 3 in a row = 4 burpees.
4 lines of 5 shots. Miss one shot, start line again.

b) 10 lay-ups from each side.

c)

c) Dribble ball 5 times at speed across circle. Shoot 5 x 4 sets at max effort
at mid-long range.
d) 10 shots with eyes shut at long range from right then left side of circle.
d) 25 shots quick shooting and rebounds. Record=

/25

e) 10 shots with non-dominant hand.

e) Sprint/side step around cones x 5. Shoot 20 from variety of positions in
circle. Record= /20

f) Start outside circle. Throw ball into circle, let it bounce, retrieve
then put shot up. Repeat x 10.

Day 5
a)
b)

Shoot 25 from around the top of the circle.
Shoot 5 shots from each spot. Miss 2 shots in a row= 4
burpees.

c) 25 shots mid range. Record how many go in. If lower than 20
repeat exercise. Record=
/25
d) 10 1-handed shots from under the post. 4 burpees if you miss 1
shot.

Evaluation
Record how you are feeling when you do well, and not so
well.

